Making real-world decisions about virtual care.

Our scale and experience in traditional healthcare staffing combined with new approaches to telehealth make us the perfect partner for launching a strategic virtual care initiative. Start by considering a few questions:

ARE YOU EXPERIENCING A PROVIDER SHORTAGE?  

YES → HOW SOON DO YOU NEED A PROVIDER?  
NO → HAVE YOU INTRODUCED VIRTUAL CARE OPTIONS OR BEEN UNABLE TO FILL A LOCUMS NEED?  

YES → EXCELLENT! WE’RE HERE TO HELP

NO → IMMEDIATELY

VIRTUAL CARE
Drawing from our extensive network of quality providers, we staff your needs virtually within a couple days

3 – 6 MONTHS

ON-SITE LOCUMS
The traditional core of our business. No one does quality locum tenens better

NO TIMEFRAME

PERMANENT PLACEMENT
We recruit both on-site and virtual providers as part of your permanent staffing solution

WHAT TYPE OF VIRTUAL CARE?

VIRTUAL LOCUMS
• Immediate need
• One day – one shift in virtual care
• Daily or shift pay
• Comparable locum tenens rates
• In person/virtual

HOURLY TELEHEALTH
• Immediate need
• One day – one shift in virtual care
• Daily or shift pay
• Comparable locum tenens rates
• In person/virtual

TRANSACTIONAL
• Real-time need
• Paid by consult
• Lower than locum tenens rate
• Provider select available window
• Or “Uber” model

PHYSICIAN POOL
• Panel of virtual CHG providers
• Multi-use case ready
• Managed internally by CHG with technology
• Potential API/service call

We bring the power of all our staffing brands to customize a solution that’s just right for your needs now and in the future. CALL US FOR A FREE CONSULTATION AT 877.222.7580